Traders Survey suggestions only. Bold bits apply to design brief.
More than one exit point and more toilets and just generally not having 2 people selling the same thing
The seating next to the church works well at the moment. People seem to respond to the 'rural' casualness. Space for children? Seating central
Enough customers increases sales??
Places to sit. A good buzz. Like the old market.
I would like to know what amount of visitors will be visiting Greyton. eg when a wedding is planned, large events etc. this will help to determine the
stock levels we will bring to the market to eliminate waste or short supply.
6. The pleasant, friendly atmosphere where stallholders are selling their own products. The availability of seating, music, not overpowering.
7. I believe that the Greyton Market is an absolute tourist attraction as well as a social meeting place for Greytonians. It is also a market supported by
the locals. Variety, originality, the mix of products is essential to keep the market interesting. Feedback from people so far is that they enjoy the
openness of the temporary market space. I think that the coffee offer should improve. I also believe that the new space should be designed to be
multi functional. Live music,live shows, stage performances (open air ballet) , open air cinema, Night Market. I would like to see the market
marketed more.
8. Geselligheid; music
9. Good Structure as per rules and being consistent in applying same
10. the market is popular mainly because of the foods sold there, so, we crafters need to be mixed in with these stalls to attract visitors attention to our
products. If crafts were put all together I think our sales would be limited as that would visually be over kill .... we often are only noticed while folks
are buying food, this certainly has been the case for me.
11. Harmony amongst participants Keep it home made and as local as possible Keep up the quality of products
12. I think it is important not to have all the food together so that it spreads the public evenly amongst the stall holders, for the benefit of all.
13. Special events, music, variety, friendliness of stall holders
14. A nice, peaceful atmosphere with interesting stalls.
15. Sufficient space between traders to avoid conflict due to cramped, crowded conditions. Easier for customers to "take in" what each trader has to
offer & thereby possibly improve sales
16. Visibility of all stalls. Not bigger than current market - Greyton has a limited cliental on Saturdays. Less duplication of products. Rotation every 6
months.
17. if there is something to do for visitors apart from traders they tend to linger longer. Make the market interesting and fun and give enough seating
and shade
18. Good surface, clean, open air, overhead protection, good easy access, enough space. Aircon and winter heating absolute!
19. Variety of LOCAL produced goods. Definitely no factory produced goods and certainly not clothing and beer/alcohol
20. Large and cozy seating area so people can enjoy the company of friends and the produce from the stalls.
21. Good interaction with other traders, sufficient space, good visibility and attractive display
22. A good vibe, good products, stall holders working together and enough to choose from for the potential customer
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